
DonDon’’t Crash the Relationshipt Crash the Relationship

A pilots view on Relationship A pilots view on Relationship 
TrainingTraining



IntroductionIntroduction——Paul HeathcotePaul Heathcote

�� What prompted me to come today.What prompted me to come today.

�� What I am going to talk aboutWhat I am going to talk about
–– Buzz words or TLABuzz words or TLA’’s:s:

�� Crew Resource ManagementCrew Resource Management----CRMCRM
�� Situation AwarenessSituation Awareness

�� Does the aviation experience translate to Does the aviation experience translate to 
general relationship training.general relationship training.



Knowing WhatKnowing What’’s Going Ons Going On……....



Sunday March 27, 1977 Sunday March 27, 1977 

�� Location TenerifeLocation Tenerife



The AccidentThe Accident



Probable CausesProbable Causes

The general conclusion is that the disaster was caused by:The general conclusion is that the disaster was caused by:

–– the fact that the KLM Captain did not interrupt the takethe fact that the KLM Captain did not interrupt the take--
off when Pan Am reported that they were still on the off when Pan Am reported that they were still on the 
runway. runway. 

–– In reply to the flight engineer's query as to whether the In reply to the flight engineer's query as to whether the 
Pan Am airplane had already left the runway, replied Pan Am airplane had already left the runway, replied 
emphatically in the affirmative. emphatically in the affirmative. 



SummarySummary

�� KLM pilot in charge was a Training PilotKLM pilot in charge was a Training Pilot
–– --a good guy but he got it wronga good guy but he got it wrong--why?why?

�� The engineer in the cockpit had the The engineer in the cockpit had the 
knowledge to prevent the accident knowledge to prevent the accident 
–– Why were his concerns were ignored?Why were his concerns were ignored?



Changes in airline rulesChanges in airline rules

�� Hierarchical relations among crewmembers Hierarchical relations among crewmembers 
were thought to act against safety. were thought to act against safety. 
–– More emphasis was placed on decisionMore emphasis was placed on decision--making making 

by mutual agreementby mutual agreement

�� Training in effective behaviours and Training in effective behaviours and 
understanding weaknesses  in Human understanding weaknesses  in Human 
performance thought essential.performance thought essential.



Behavioural Skills:Behavioural Skills:

�� Train pilots that they can choose their Train pilots that they can choose their 
behaviour:behaviour:

Transactional analysisTransactional analysis

–– Parent                       Parent                       ParentParent
–– Adult                            Adult                            AdultAdult
–– ChildChild ChildChild



It is Important to Know what's going It is Important to Know what's going 
on!on!

�� Knowing whatKnowing what’’s going on (Situational Awareness)s going on (Situational Awareness)
–– must use effective communications in order to must use effective communications in order to 

understand your positionunderstand your position

�� Open QuestionsOpen Questions——What/How/WhyWhat/How/Why

–– What would have been the outcome if our ships captain What would have been the outcome if our ships captain 
had asked an open question as to why the other party had asked an open question as to why the other party 
was unable to change his course?was unable to change his course?



Known weakness in our constructionKnown weakness in our construction

�� Human Factors, there are design problem with the Human Factors, there are design problem with the 
way the human senses workway the human senses work
–– to relate to each other and communicate effectively it is to relate to each other and communicate effectively it is 

helpful to understand these weaknesseshelpful to understand these weaknesses. . 



Capacity Bucket Capacity Bucket 

Managing Workload
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Capacity BucketCapacity Bucket

�� What to do when its full?What to do when its full?

�� More importantly how to identify someone More importantly how to identify someone 
who is becoming overloadedwho is becoming overloaded



Human factors( Known weakness in Human factors( Known weakness in 
our construction)our construction)

What happens when people get overloadedWhat happens when people get overloaded--
capacity bucket is full:capacity bucket is full:

––Listening ErrorsListening Errors



More Detail About the AccidentMore Detail About the Accident
�� Probable causeProbable cause
�� While there is debate about their relative importance, the generWhile there is debate about their relative importance, the general conclusion is that the disaster was caused partly by:al conclusion is that the disaster was caused partly by:
�� the fact that the KLM Captain did not interrupt takethe fact that the KLM Captain did not interrupt take--off when Pan Am reported that they were still on the runway. off when Pan Am reported that they were still on the runway. 
�� In reply to the flight engineer's query as to whether the Pan AmIn reply to the flight engineer's query as to whether the Pan Am airplane had already left the runway, replied emphatically in tairplane had already left the runway, replied emphatically in the affirmative. he affirmative. 
�� squelchedsquelched radio messages (calls from both planes to the tower and vice veradio messages (calls from both planes to the tower and vice versa cancelled each other because they happened to be at preciselrsa cancelled each other because they happened to be at precisely y 

the same instant) the same instant) 
�� the use of nonthe use of non--standard phrases used by the KLM costandard phrases used by the KLM co--pilot ("We're at take off") and the Tenerife control tower ("O.Kpilot ("We're at take off") and the Tenerife control tower ("O.K."), ."), 
�� the fact that the Pan Am crew missed exit C3 the fact that the Pan Am crew missed exit C3 

�� SpeculationsSpeculations
�� There has been speculation of other, albeit unverifiable, possibThere has been speculation of other, albeit unverifiable, possible contributing factors.le contributing factors.
�� Van Zanten was known as a firstVan Zanten was known as a first--class pilot, and even was the preferred pilot for publicity, succlass pilot, and even was the preferred pilot for publicity, such as KLM magazine ads. The flight was one of h as KLM magazine ads. The flight was one of 

the few after spending six months training new pilots on a the few after spending six months training new pilots on a flight simulatorflight simulator. Some experts claim in time he might have developed some kind o. Some experts claim in time he might have developed some kind of f 
governance attitude though being in charge of everything at the governance attitude though being in charge of everything at the simulator (including simulated ATC), which is another reason sugsimulator (including simulated ATC), which is another reason suggested for van gested for van 
Zanten not confirming the instructions from the tower. Zanten not confirming the instructions from the tower. 

�� The possibility that Captain van Zanten was in a hurry to commenThe possibility that Captain van Zanten was in a hurry to commence the delayed flight due to Dutch regulations on exceeding crewce the delayed flight due to Dutch regulations on exceeding crew duty hours. duty hours. 
�� The deteriorating weather conditions could prevent the flight frThe deteriorating weather conditions could prevent the flight from taking off at all, and the airliner would be forced to stay oom taking off at all, and the airliner would be forced to stay on Los Rodeos, with n Los Rodeos, with 

financial consequences for KLM. financial consequences for KLM. 

�� Changes in airline regulationsChanges in airline regulations
�� As a consequence of the accident, there were sweeping changes maAs a consequence of the accident, there were sweeping changes made to international airline regulations and to airplanes. Aviatide to international airline regulations and to airplanes. Aviation authorities on authorities 

around the world introduced requirements for standard phrases. around the world introduced requirements for standard phrases. CockpitCockpit procedures were also changed. Hierarchical relations among procedures were also changed. Hierarchical relations among 
crewmembers were played down. More emphasis was placed on decisicrewmembers were played down. More emphasis was placed on decisionon--making by mutual agreement. This is known in the industry as making by mutual agreement. This is known in the industry as crew crew 
resource managementresource management, and is now standard training in all major airlines., and is now standard training in all major airlines.

�� Due to the frequent and dangerous fogs that cover the area arounDue to the frequent and dangerous fogs that cover the area around d Los RodeosLos Rodeos airport in the North of the island, a second airport was built airport in the North of the island, a second airport was built in in 
the South of the Island: the new the South of the Island: the new Reina SofReina Sofíía Airporta Airport. This airport serves the majority of Tenerife's domestic and in. This airport serves the majority of Tenerife's domestic and international commercial flights.ternational commercial flights.



Listening SkillsListening Skills

Graph to show Listening attention
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What could be done?What could be done?

Skills neededSkills needed

�� Accept the fact that we are going to miss Accept the fact that we are going to miss 
informationinformation

�� Active ListeningActive Listening
–– reading back any instructions given reading back any instructions given 
–– and/or asking open questionsand/or asking open questions



Culture Change ProgramCulture Change Program

�� Selling the Idea to PilotsSelling the Idea to Pilots

�� Important to use appropriate/relevant Important to use appropriate/relevant 
languagelanguage——if talking to average Joe in the if talking to average Joe in the 
street use everyday language.street use everyday language.

�� Promoted from within Promoted from within 

�� Role modelsRole models



Culture Change ProgramCulture Change Program

�� Using Facilitators often selected that have no Using Facilitators often selected that have no 
formal teaching/training qualification. (But often formal teaching/training qualification. (But often 
highly respected by the flying community)highly respected by the flying community)

�� First give training to the movers and shakers in the First give training to the movers and shakers in the 
community. (The Training Pilotscommunity. (The Training Pilots--get them onget them on--side)side)

�� The Program/material is what is professionalThe Program/material is what is professional



Does aviation experience translateDoes aviation experience translate

�� PilotsPilots——the Couplethe Couple

�� Passengers the Children/Grandparents and Passengers the Children/Grandparents and 
friends etc.friends etc.

�� If the relationship crashes it does not just If the relationship crashes it does not just 
effect and the two partnerseffect and the two partners



The Airplane/ Relationship MetaphorThe Airplane/ Relationship Metaphor

�� About managing risk through effective training and giving About managing risk through effective training and giving 
people the  skills neededpeople the  skills needed

–– Relevant whether flying an airplane running a business or  bringRelevant whether flying an airplane running a business or  bringing ing 
up a familyup a family

�� Poor behaviours and relationship skills have to be Poor behaviours and relationship skills have to be 
challengedchallenged

–– FeedbackFeedback



FeedbackFeedback

�� Feedback needs to be seen as a gift by the recipientFeedback needs to be seen as a gift by the recipient

�� When giving feedback do not focus on the individual When giving feedback do not focus on the individual 
(Defensive Nature) but on the behaviour(Defensive Nature) but on the behaviour

�� If you are giving feedback let the recipient know how the If you are giving feedback let the recipient know how the 
behaviour makes you behaviour makes you feelfeel



SummarySummary

�� Relationship skills and training has Relationship skills and training has 
transformed the way airline pilots conduct transformed the way airline pilots conduct 
their businesstheir business

�� The program worked because whilst the The program worked because whilst the 
content was professional its delivery was content was professional its delivery was 
generally done by the average pilotgenerally done by the average pilot

�� The skills do translate into other area of lifeThe skills do translate into other area of life



ConclusionConclusion

DonDon’’t professionalize relationship trainingt professionalize relationship training

�� The Material is what is should be professionalThe Material is what is should be professional

�� Choose good advocates from the communityChoose good advocates from the community
–– peer to peer works bestpeer to peer works best

�� A Top down approach does not work in a    A Top down approach does not work in a    
culture change programculture change program
–– let the community take ownership of the traininglet the community take ownership of the training



Thank YouThank You

paul.heathcote@ukonline.co.ukpaul.heathcote@ukonline.co.uk



BarriersBarriers

�� The Captains the boss?The Captains the boss?——those that didnthose that didn’’t go t go 
along with the idea were generally those that along with the idea were generally those that 
needed it the most.needed it the most.

�� Not given a formal points score but training does Not given a formal points score but training does 
identify key areas where success is achieved identify key areas where success is achieved 

�� You can fail a check by demonstrating poor CRMYou can fail a check by demonstrating poor CRM



Legislation?Legislation?

�� We never used to have relationship skill We never used to have relationship skill 
training in the aviation business.training in the aviation business.

�� Eventually the training of these skills Eventually the training of these skills 
became legislated as it was simply too became legislated as it was simply too 
dangerous for the crews not to have these dangerous for the crews not to have these 
skills.skills.


